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DESIGN & DECORATING
ANATOMY LESSON

Extend a
standing
invitation

Beyond the Sea Shack
In a shoreside retreat, strategic design brings beachy
elegance to a dining room without going overboard
Finesse the fixture
The hypnotic shape of the 1940s French
chandelier evokes the way a dollop of oil
dropped into water breaks apart and
floats to the surface in rivulets. Despite its
drama, it’s more down-to-earth than a
formal fixture, and its white plaster blends
with the ceiling color to keep the room
feeling lofty. Also naturally sophisticated:
the Winters Chandelier (above), price upon
request, Julie Neill Designs, 504-899-4201

BY TIM GAVAN
DESPITE BUSTLING SUMMER crowds and a
soothing ocean soundscape, the Hamptons
can sometimes seem more like an exercise in
competitive gentility than a vacation. In this
dining room—part of socialite Louise Grunwald’s weekend retreat in Southampton—designer Brian Murphy found a way to reconcile
elegance with a laid-back beachy vibe.
“A lot of people overdecorate out here, and
you end up feeling like you’re still on Park
Avenue instead of at the beach,” Mr. Murphy
said. “We wanted to make it sophisticated but

still keep that relaxed, barefoot feel, despite
the formal aspects of summers in the Hamptons.”
In this dune-nestled room—featured in the
recent book “Out East” (Vendome)—Mr. Murphy used whitewashed furniture and white
walls to create a summery atmosphere, but
added ballast with an antique chandelier, a
19th-century English sculpture and Louis XVI
chairs. Glimpses of seashell pinks, oceanic
greens and corals reflect the scenery outside,
and pickled whitewood floors blanketed with
a herringbone sea-grass rug invite visitors to
kick off their shoes or, if the occasion calls,
leave on their heels and oxfords.

Look sharp
A series of mid-18th-century
engravings by natural historian
Albertus Seba (later watercolored) are more Darwin-in-theGalapagos than Long-Islandtourist. Appear erudite on the
cheap with Seba’s “Sea Whip,
Coral, Cabinet of Natural Curiosities” Print, $10, art.com

With its aged patina
and history, an
early-19th-century
English garden sculpture of the Roman goddess Flora lends a sense
of permanence to this
summer getaway. “It
adds a mystery to the
room but seems very
much at home,” Mr. Murphy
said. Put an old soul on your own guest
list with this plaster Statue of Hebe from
Uniquities, $1,750, 1stdibs.com

Build up
A room should
always have a
skyline, Mr.
Murphy explained. Fivefoot-tall rattan
plant stands
with lush ferns
introduce high
points in this
space; the
stands’ nimble
legs evoke a
lifeguard chair in a way a
heavier plant pedestal would
not. Give good vantage with a
similarly leggy Chelsea House
Paris Plant Stand, $541, stephaniecohenhome.com

Raise the
glass
Emerald green
Victorian decanters and
French drinking
glasses shimmer like sea glass,
but exceptional craftsmanship
elevates them far above that
beach-house cliché: a mound of
real beach glass massed in a
centerpiece basket. Pull off the
same kitsch-evading trick with
Saint-Louis Crystal Tommy Old
Fashioned Glass in green, $450,
michaelcfina.com.

TRIA GIOVAN (INTERIOR)

Bring in the wash
Mr. Murphy painted a pair of
19th-century mahogany Swedish consoles white and topped
them with pale vases and coral
for a breezy, beachy feel.
“Whitewashing can give oldfashioned brown furniture a
whole new life,” he said. If
you’re clumsy with a paint
brush, try this: 19th Century
Swedish Console from Jacqueline Adams, $3,950,
1stdibs.com

Dress for the occasion
“You wouldn’t have it on every day, but a
crisply ironed tablecloth brings a beautiful
softness and luxury to a room,” Mr. Murphy
said. He chose a summery linen one
that’s relatively unceremonious,
thanks to charmingly embroidered
marine life. Replicate it: Creatures of the Sea Tablecloth, 6by-10.5 feet, price upon request, E. Braun & Co., 212-8380650

Gather
round

Retire in style

Drawn from the
home’s seaside surroundings, this room’s
accent palette of pink,
green and sand hues—backgrounded by plenty
of white—informs the tablescape of 19th-century English dinnerware. The colors help the
space feel at home in its shore setting. Start
with a serving piece: Constance Green Soup Tureen, $2,150, bernardaud.com/en/us

Despite their regal pedigree, the Louis XVI dining chairs have a bit of
beach lounger in them. A
gently carved, pale frame recalls driftwood but, Mr. Murphy noted, “the
worn leather in faded salmon adds color and refinement.” Pull up a similarly weathered, slightly
formal Casa Florentina Leonardo Leather Chair
in Cream Over Gray with Palomino Leather,
$549, ballarddesigns.com

FRESH PICK

PULL UP A PLANTER

CLEMENS KOIS/PATRICK PARRISH GALLERY

A chair that doubles as a vessel for greenery
shatters assumptions about terra cotta
“PEOPLE HAVE THIS notion that ceramic is a delicate
material,” said artist Chris Wolston, whose Garden Party
collection features terra cotta furnishings and planters—
and pieces that surreally manage to be both. As a Fulbright scholar in Medellín, Colombia, where he maintains
a workshop, Mr. Wolston was inspired by the handsome
terra cotta bricks made of local clay. He reconsidered a
material that few—certainly no one who’s beheld the
shards of a broken flower pot—think
of as strong. “Buildings are made of
it,” he said in defense of the fired
clay’s soundness. And Mr. Wolston,
who also keeps a Brooklyn
studio, has not received complaints regarding the sturdiness
of the seats, some of which sit
poolside in Palm Beach, others inside a San Francisco home. The
surface pattern echoes the hand
streaks left behind when artisans
smooth wet terra cotta in
wooden molds to be fired into
blocks. “Brick walls all
over [Medellín] have
these hand marks on
them,” said Mr. Wolston. “It’s a beautiful marriage of industry and human
touch.” Tanza Plant
Chair, $7,800, Patrick
Parrish Gallery,
212-219-9244
—Catherine Romano

G e t of f t he bea t e n pa th a n d
#L e tH a waiiH a p pe n
Discover a variety of unique cultural events on Kaua‘i.
The Kaua‘i Marathon and Half Marathon
September 3, 2017
Enjoy scenic views of coastlines, verdant mountains,
and lush green vistas during these island races.
Kaua‘i Mokihana Festival
September 24-30, 2017
This weeklong event celebrates the Hawaiian culture with
music, hula competitions, educational presentations, and more.
Coconut Festival
October 7-8, 2017
Celebrate all things coconut with unique coconut crafts, games,
cuisine, and contests. There will also be live music and hula.
Kaua‘i Chocolate & Coffee Festival
October 20-21, 2017
Fun for the whole family, this event offers demonstrations,
live entertainment, a silent auction, local craft fair,
chocolate and coffee samplings, and more.

gohawaii.com/kauai
Events are subject to change.

